The purpose of this series of works is to show the existence of the strong Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand resolution (cf. (We call such a matrix a GGCM in this paper.) These Lie algebras were introduced as a natural generalization of Kac-Moody algebras, and have been studied by Borcherds ([2] and [3]).
Then, using this BGG resolution, we obtain a vanishing theorem for the Lie algebra homology Hj(Q(A) y L(A)) of g(^4) with coefficients in L(A), generalizing a result of Kumar [9, Theorem (1.7)] to symmetrizable GKM algebras.
As another consequence of the BGG resolution, we prove the generalization of Bott's "strange equality", which is due to Lepowsky ([11, Corollary 6.7 
]) in the case where Q(A) is a symmetrizable Kac-Moody algebra. This determines the dimension of the 5-th relative Lie algebra homology H S (Q(A), m, L(0)) of §(A) with respect to m with coefficients in the trivial one-dimensional module L(0) (s>0).
In the succeeding paper [15] , we shall describe an explicit construction of the strong BGG resolution, which is equivalent to the above weak BGG resolution, developing the theory of Verma module embeddings. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, after [14] , we fix notation and review the notion of the category (9j corresponding to a certain subset J of /. In Section 3, we briefly sketch the construction of the "weaker" BGG resolution for symmetrizable GKM algebras. That is, a resolution (#) of L(A) in which the modules C p (A) (/>>0) have a g(^4) This construction is carried out basically in the same way as in [5] , except for the determination of the highest weights appearing in the modules C p (A) (p>Q) . A necessary condition of the highest weights is obtained by imitating the proof of the Weyl-Kac-Borcherds character formula for L(A) (cf. [2] or [7, Chapter 11] ). On the other hand, we can prove as in [5] that the weights in this necessary condition actually appear as highest weights of successive quotients M t /M i + l (0<z<A;). Combining these results, we complete the construction of the "weaker" BGG resolution.
In Section 4, we show a vanishing result about the relative Ext bifunctor, which asserts that C p (A)(p>0) is actually the direct sum of generalized Verma modules V m (w(\ + p -p) -p) (we W(J), j8e^(A), £(w) + ht(jS) = p). Thus we finally obtain the weak BGG resolution.
In Section 5, as applications of the BGG resolution (and its proof), we get some results on Lie algebra homology of GKM algebras.
§2. Preliminaries and Notation
We generally follow the notation of [7] . For detailed accounts of GKM algebras, see [2] and [7, Chapter 11] .
GKM algebras and parabolic subalgebras.
Let §(A) be a GKM algebra, over the complex number field C, associated to a GGCM A = (a i j) i j el9 with Cartan subalgebra I), simple roots Il = {a I -} fe/ , and simple coroots II V = {oc^} iel . Let us fix an element p of l)* = Hom c (l), C) such that
As is well-known, we have a triangular decomposition: g(^4) = n~©I)©n + with n ± =^^A ± g a , where g a is the root space attached to a root aeA = A + uA~. Let I" 6 (resp. f m ) be the subset {i'e/| a u = 2 (resp. a ti <®)} of the indexing set I. For a subset J of / re , we put Ajf": = A + n (^i e j^>o a i)> and then A + (J) : = A + \ Aj!". Now, we define the following Lie subalgebras of Q(A):
We call p = m©il + a parabolic subalgebra of g(^4), and then m the maximal reductive part of p.
Recall that the Weyl group W of a GKM algebra §(A) is by definition the subgroup of GL(I)*) generated by fundamental reflections r i (iel re Recall that the category Gj is closed under the operations of taking submodules, quotients, finite direct sums, and tensor products.
Remark. The category 0 defined in [7, Chapter 9] is nothing but the category of all g(^4)-modules satisfying (Jl) and (J2).
The following proposition plays a crucial role in the construction of the "weaker" BGG resolution in Section 3. Remark. In [5] , the above proposition was proved in the case where A is a symmetrizable GCM and the subset J is of finite type (i.e., the submatrix Aj '-= (aij)ijej of A is a classical Cartan matrix of finite type). In [12] , Liu pointed out that, in the case where A is a symmetrizable GCM, the condition that J is of finite type can be removed by using Kac's complete reducibility theorem ( [7, Theorem 10.7] ). Also to the case where A is a symmetrizable GGCM, Liu's proof is applicable since the Chevalley generators e h f { (iEl re ) act locally nilpotently on §(A) and L(A). Now, for later use, we recall the notion of the algebra $ introduced in [7, Chapter 9] , which contains "formal ^-characters" of f)-modules in the category 6j for the case J = 0. (Note that in [7, Chapter 9] We can prove the next theorem, arguing basically in the same way as in [5] , by making use of Proposition 2.1 instead of [5, Proposition 6 .3]. However, in its proof, we need the same additional arguments as in [12, Section 6] concerning the filtration of C p (A)(/>>0), since the subset J of F e may be arbitrary. For these additional arguments, we need only the fact that *F^ is a finite set for each p (p > 0), which will be proved in the following subsection (see Proposition 3.2).
.) be the (possibly finite) sequence of elements of Pj such that (/\ p U~)(X) C L(A) = ]T ® L m (^i) as m-modules (such a decomposition exists uniquely by Proposition 2.1).

Then, there exists an exact sequence of §(A)-homomorphisms:
0«-L(A)«-C 0 (A)4-C,(A)«--*-C p (A)«-C, + 1 (A)«--,
where the §(A)-module C p (A) is in the category 0, and has a GVCS of type
3»2o Determination of *F£ (p>0). Let us recall some notions concerning roots of GKM algebras. A simple root o^ell (zel) is called real if a u = 2, and imaginary if a u <0. We denote by Yl re (resp. IT W ) the set of all real (resp. imaginary) simple roots. Let <5f be the set of all sums of distinct, pairwise perpendicular (with respect to (• | •))> imaginary simple roots. And for each jS = ^i e / &i a i 6 C? + > we P ut ^t(jS) :=^6/A: i . As a necessary condition of *F£, we get the following, imitating the proof of the character formula for L(A) (cf. [2] or [7, Chapter 11] ). 
Proof. First, note that we have (A-hp| A + p) = (w(A + p -jS)| w(A-fp -/D) = (A + p-plA + p-p) = (
is a nonzero weight vector with weight A.
Further, we have the following claim:
as the tensor product of modules over m.
Proof of the claim. It is sufficient to show that
Then, by exactly the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 3.2, we see that there exists some w 0 eW such that (w^1(A-|-a I --hp)| for all lel re . We write H = WQ 1 (A + a i -f-p) -p. So, we have ^ = A - 
) : L(ii)]'[V m (n) : L^^] 7^0. Here, for g(,4)-modules Ve@ and L(t) (ret)*), [F:L(t)] is the multiplicity of L(T) in F (see [4, Definition 3.5]). So, we have [V(l* 2 ) : L(n)]-[V(iJ,) : LdiJ] ^0. Therefore, we have only to show the following claim:
Claim. Let /? be an element of the set £j 6 for L(A) over a symmetrizable GKM algebra §(A) under the condition (Cl) on the GGCM A = (a ij ) ijel that a ti = 2 or a u = 0 (IE I). Here, we extend Kostant's homology theorem to arbitrary symmetrizable GKM algebras. This completely determines the Lie algebra homology H" p (tl~,L(A)) (/>>0) of u~ with coefficients in L(A) as an m-module. Note that in this subsection, we assume only that J is a subset of I re (not necessarily of finite type).
First, we recall the following. 
= w(A + p -P) -p, where we W(J) and fie^A) such that ^(w) + ht(P)=p. Then, L m (A) occurs as m-irreducible components of H p (u~,L(A)).
By Proposition 5.1 together with Proposition 3.2, and by Proposition 5.2, we obtain the following theorem, which generalizes Kostant's famous theorem on Lie algebra homology to arbitrary symmetrizable GKM algebras. 
Proof. First, we can easily show that As an application of Theorem 4.5, we obtain the following theorem, which generalizes a result of Kumar [9, Theorem (1.7)] to arbitrary symmetrizable GKM algebras. Remark. When g(v4) is a Kac-Moody algebra (i.e., ^4 is a GCM), &* consists of only one element 0 6 f)*. So, the above theorem generalizes a result of Kumar [9] . 
